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ABSTRAcT Action potential propagation through cardiac tissue occurs in a spatially inhomogeneous three-dimensional
electrical syncytium composed of discrete cells with regional variations in membrane properties and intercellular
resistance. In comparison with axons, cardiac tissue presents some differences in the application of core conductor cable
theory. We have used analytical and numerical techniques to contrast the propagation of action potentials along nerve
axons and along cardiac strands, including an explicit inclusion of cellular anatomical factors (the surface-to-volume
ratio), the strand radius, and the regional distribution of longitudinal resistance. A localized decrease in the number of
gap junctions will produce a functional resistive barrier, which can lead to unidirectional block of propagation if the
tissue on two sides of the barrier differ in either excitability or passive electrical load. However, in some circumstances, a
resistive barrier separating regions of different electrical load can actually facilitate propagation into the region of larger
electrical load.
INTRODUCTION
Action potential propagation through cardiac tissue occurs
from cell to cell through a three-dimensional electrical
syncytium. There are obvious analogies between a cardiac
strand and a continuous nerve axon that have been used to
model cardiac action potential propagation (Lieberman et
al., 1973; Sharp and Joyner, 1980). More recently, the
discrete nature of the cardiac syncytium has been shown
both experimentally (Spach et al., 1981) and theoretically
(Joyner, 1982) to produce changes in action potential
shape and conduction velocity, which are not predicted by
continuous propagation models. Spach et al. (1982) refer
to the discontinuities as microscopic (when the syncytium
is relatively isolated into single cells or small groups of cells
by a relative lack of cell-cell couplings) or macroscopic
(reflecting the anatomical features of branching trabecu-
lae, regions of decreased cell-cell coupling, etc.). In this
paper we are dealing with the macroscopic form of discon-
tinuity. For nerve axons the effects of changes in radius
have been extensively studied, particularly in reference to
spinal motoneuron axon to soma propagation or the effects
of axonal branch points (Goldstein and Rall, 1974; West-
erfield et al., 1978; Joyner et al., 1980). Although the same
concepts of changes in the electrical load encountered by a
propagating action potential are applied to explain effects
seen at branching cardiac trabeculae (Cranefi'eld, et al.,
1971; Spach et al., 1982) or at the Purkinje-ventricular
junction (Mendez et al., 1969), it is not obvious that a
cardiac strand with a varying strand radius is affected in
the same way as a nerve axon with a varying cell radius.
We have derived comparable expressions for passive cable
properties of axons and strands and simulated action
potential propagation along axons and strands of compara-
ble anatomical variations. The results show that propaga-
tion in strands of cells is actually somewhat more sensitive
to regional anatomical variations than is propagation in
axons.
Another major difference between axons and strands is
that the cytoplasmic resistivity of the axon is generally
assumed to represent a continuous medium, while the
longitudinal resistivity of a cardiac strand is clearly com-
posed of a series combination of cytoplasmic resistivity and
intercellular resistivity and, in addition, has been shown to
be quite variable in different regions of the heart and also
to be increased (or decreased) by a variety of interventions
(see reviews by deMello, 1982; Wojtczak, 1982). We have
studied the effects of a localized increase in longitudinal
resistivity (comparable with a localized decrease in the
number of intercellular gap junctions) and shown that
unidirectional block of propagation may occur if this
resistive barrier separates regions that are intrinsically
different either in excitability or in membrane surface
area. However, under some conditions in which the resis-
tive barrier separates regions of differing electrical load,
the resistive barrier may actually facilitate propagation
between the two regions.
METHODS
A cardiac strand is composed of many individual cells, with irregular
shapes, as shown in Fig. 1. We assume the cells have a constant
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FIGURE I Diagram of an axon (top) a cardiac strand (middle) and an
equivalent cable network that can represent the electrical properties of
either the axon or the strand with the appropriate definitions of S (the
surface area of a length Ax) and R, (the resistance, Q) between the
centers of two adjacent segments (see text).
surface-to-volume ratio, S,, and are electrically coupled such that the
combination of cytoplasmic and intercellular resistance produces a net
longitudinal resistivity R, (Qcm). For any cross section of the strand, the
number of cells intersected will be proportional to a2, where a is the strand
radius. For a short length,Ax, of the strand we will assume that the cells
are isopotential and have a total membrane area of ira2AxS, (volume x
surface/volume), or NSVVc, where Vc is the average cell volume and N is
the number of cells contained within the volume ira2Ax. Thus, N =
ira2Ax/ V,. From the equivalent circuit shown in the figure, we can derive,
for a homogeneous strand (see Joyner et al., 1982)
1 Vjl - 2J +Vj+1 = C a +ll
RaSv Ax2 at1Im 1
We introduce a superscript to indicate time, with Yj being the
membrane potential of segment j at time t. We approximate OV/It as a
forward difference, ('j+ Al - Vj)/At. We replace the second central
difference (see Crank and Nicholson, 1947) with the average of the
second central difference at time t and at time t + At. We can then
rearrange to
-KV+ X '+ (2K + 1)V+ - KVj++5'
= K(Vj_I + Vj+1) - 2(K - 1)Vj - AtIm/ Cm, (2)
where K - At/(2 R.CWS,AX2) for each segment j. This has the general
form of
bjV5@I + djVt+ + ajVj7W - Cj (3)
As described previously (see Lieberman et al., 1973; Joyner et al., 1980)
this set of equations can be easily solved at each time step for Vj + A forj -
1, 2,. .. M by matrix techniques because the right-hand terms are
known.
If we now allow the strand to be spatially inhomogeneous, we must
describe the parameters S (the surface area of each segment) and R. (the
resistance in ohms between the centers of two adjacent segments) as
functions of distance along the strand. We define a(x), Im(X), Ra(x),
N(x), and SW(x); then derive S(x) and R,(x). Note that R,(x) will be
derived as the resistance for a length Ax to the right along the strand from
location x. In discrete terms, if x is defined as zero at the left end of the
strand, then each of these parameters is assumed constant over each
discrete segment length so the actual form used in the simulation is, for
each parameter, a set of values (e.g., S[i], for each parameter, a set of
values (e.g., SJ11, S42], . . . S4[Ml) corresponding to the M segments
used for the simulation. With these conventions
S( j) = ira2(j)AXS,( j)
R (j)x R8(j + 1)xRx( J) = 2a2(j) + 2wa2(j + 1)
(4a)
(4b)
The basic equation derived from the conservation of current at segment j
is now
V/I- ' VJ- -
= S(j)[CmOV/at + Im(j)] (5)
R'(j - 1) R1(j)
As in the Crank-Nicholson method, we substitute the average of Vvalues
at time t and time t + At for the terms on the left and rearrange as
-K'(j)V+& + [K( j) + K'( j) + I] Vj+- KVj+5
= K'( j)Vj_ + K( j)VjX+i
- [K'( j) + K( j) - Vj- AtIm/ Cm, (6)
where K(j) - AtI2S(j)CmRx(j) and (j) = At/2S(j)CMR,(j - 1). This
equation has the same general form as Eq. 3 except now bj = -'(j), aj =
-K(j), dj - K(j) + K(j) + 1, and cjequals the right side of Eq. 6 and the
solution method is identical.
One important aspect of this general numerical technique is that the
definition of SV(j) becomes the only difference in the method for axons or
strands. Specifically, for an axon S,(j) - 2/a(), while for a strand of
electrically coupled cells a(j) and S,(j) are separately defined as the
strand radius and the cell surface-to-volume ratio, respectively.
If the Im function is simply resistive (i.e., Im - Vj/Rm), where Rm is the
specific membrane resistivity (fIcm2), then Eq. 1 can be written, for a
spatially homogeneous strand or axon as
292Vd vLi-7= T-ct+ V, (7)
where L is the length constant and T is the time constant. L2 aRm/2Ra
for the axon and L2 - Rm/RaSv for the strand, independent of the strand
radius. The time constant, T, is RmCm for both. The input resistance for
current injected into the center of an axon or strand of infinite length is
(rmr")'I2, where rm is the membrane resistance per unit length (Qcm) and
r. is the longitudinal resistance per unit length (Q1/cm). For the axon, rm =
Rm/2ra and r, = R./ira. For the strand, rm = Rm/ra2Sv and r, = R/lra/.
The input resistance for the axon is (R,R./r2a3)'"2 and for the strand is(RmRa/r2a4Sv)"2. Notice that the dependence of the input resistance on
the radius is different for the axon vs. the strand. For the strand the
parameter a is the strand radius and the input resistance varies with a-2.
For the axon the parameter a is the cell radius and the input resistance
varies with a-'-5.
Simulations were programmed in FORTRAN on a VAX 11/780
digital computer (Digital Equipment Corp., Marlboro, MA). In the
initial phase of the program the strand (or axon) parameters are set up,
with computation of S(U), Rx(), K(U), KU(), bj, aj, and dj. At each time
step, the function Im(i) is evaluated for each segment and then used to
compute the array cj. The matrix equation formed by Eq. 6 is then solved
for r, + At for j - 1, 2, . . . M. The specific I. functions are (a) the
ventricular (V) model of Beeler and Reuter (1977) and (b) the Purkinje
(P) model of McAllister et al. (1975). In the comparisons of propagation
in strands with axons, we use the V model for both the strand and the axon
to emphasize the differences produced by the cable description rather
than differences in membrane properties. We used a segment length, Ax,
of 50 jAm as a discrete approximation of the syncytial structure. For the
membrane models and the values of S, and R. used, the resting length
constant is -1 mm. We evaluated in a previous publication (Joyner, 1982)
the effects of the discrete segment length on conduction velocity and
maximum rate of rise, finding that, for Ax = 50 um, both parameters
were within 1% of the values obtained for Ax - 10 jm.
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RESULTS
Surface-to-Volume Ratio as a Scaling
Factor
For homogeneous action potential propagation, S, can be
considered as a scaling factor for propagation velocity in a
strand in the same sense that the radius acts as a scaling
factor for propagation in an axon. By using the substitu-
tion a2V/0t2 = 0202V/ax2, Eq. 1 can be written as follows
for the special case of uniform propagation
d2V dV
d2=A dt
where B = Ra 02SvIm and A = 2Ra02Cm/a for the axon or A
= RaSv02Cm for the strand. The action potential shape,
V(t), and the conduction velocity, 0, are completely
determined by the constants A and B. For a given Im and
Cm, 0' must vary directly with the axon radius, a, and
inversely with Ra. For the strand, 02 must vary inversely
with S, and with Ra. In addition, any combination of Ra,Sv,
Cm, I., and a that produce the same parameters A and B
must also produce the same action potential shape and
conduction velocity (see Hodgkin, 1954).
Effects of Radius Changes: Strand vs. Axon
Assume that the radius of the strand (or axon) is increased
over a discrete region from a value a to a value a'. We can
simulate action potential propagation for either the strand
or the axon under conditions in which the membrane
properties are identical and the propagation parameters
are identical in the region where radius equals a. We use
the membrane model of Beeler and Reuter (1977) and a
value for S, of 5,000 cm-' (Sommer and Johnson, 1979).
For the axon, the corresponding radius is 2/Sv = 0.0004
cm. Fig. 2 shows the resulting distribution of Vmax and
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FIGURE 2 Effects of an abrupt increase in the radius of an axon or a cardiac strand. The spatial distribution of Vma. (A) and conduction
velocity (B) are plotted for simulations of a cardiac strand (o, dashed lines) or the axon (-, solid lines). For both the axon and the strand the
radius was increased by 50% for segments 51-100. For the strand, all segments had S, = 0.5 ,gm'. Propagation is from left to right. For the
axon the radius of segments was 4 gm. Segment length 50 gm, R. 200 Qcm. Beeler-Reuter membrane model.
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conduction velocity along the axis of the strand (open
circles) or axon (filled circles) when the strand or axon
radius is increased by 50% for segments 51-100 (propaga-
tion is from left to right, stimulating segment 1). Note
several features. (a) For the axon, the conduction velocity
is proportional to a'"2, with an increased conduction veloc-
ity in the region of increased radius. For the strand, the
conduction velocity is independent of the strand radius
except at the transition region. However, it must be
understood that the shape of the action potential is chang-
ing at the transition region, so a precise definition of
conduction velocity at this region is not possible. We have
defined the arrival time of the action potential at each
segment as the time at which that segment has its peak
inward current. (b) The axon and the strand are similarly
affected at the transition region, in terms of the changes in
iV.X and conduction velocity, but the changes in both imax
and conduction velocity are larger for the strand than for
the axon.
From other simulations (not shown) the effects on Vmax
and conduction velocity at the transition region are depen-
dent on the ratio a'/a (see Goldstein and Rall, 1974) and
not on the actual values used. From previous theoretical
and experimental work (e.g., Goldstein and Rall, 1974;
Westerfield et al., 1978), there should be a critical radius
ratio a/a for which propagation will fail at the transition
region. From the larger effects, for a given a'/a, on Vmax
and conduction velocity of the strand vs. the axon, it might
be expected that the strand will have a lower critical value
of a'/a than will the axon. Fig. 3 illustrates this result. We
simulated the strand (A) or the axon (B) as in Fig. 2, with
a/a = 2. The plots show the simulated membrane poten-
tial vs. time for segments 5, 10, 15, . .. I100 with vertical
separation for clarity. In A, propagation fails at the
transition region, while for B propagation is successful. The
critical a'/a values for propagation failure are 1.9 for the
strand and 2.4 for the axon.
Effects of a Resistive Barrier
Regions of increased cell-cell resistance can exist either by
a uniformly distributed decrease in the number of gap
junctions or the interposition of connective tissue between
layers of conducting cells. Specific examples include the
atrio-ventricular node, uncoupling in ischemic areas, and
the separation of endocardial Purkinje fibers from the
underlying myocardium (see deMello, 1982). In all of
these situations, there is a functional increase in the
intercellular resistance in the direction of propagation,
which can be represented in a one-dimensional sense by a
spatial distribution of Ra(f). In the simplest case, consider a
strand with two regions, A and B. Within either region the
coupling resistance is normal (in our model, 200 Qcm), but
at the junctional region there is a discrete region of high
coupling resistance. A propagating action potential in
region A must cross the resistive barrier to activate region
B. As previously shown (Joyner, 1982) such a barrier will
result in propagation delay or block, depending on the
extent of the electrical uncoupling. If the two regions have
the same membrane properties, the block produced by a
discrete barrier will be symmetrical if present, meaning
that propagation left to right (A to B) will be affected the
same as propagation right to left (B to A). However, if the
two regions have different levels of excitability (e.g.,
Purkinje cells vs. ventricular cells), a discrete region of
uncoupling might be expected to produce unidirectional
block. Our standard Beeler-Reuter (1977) model, with
Ra = 200 Qcm and S, = 0.5 ,um', has a conduction velocity
of 47 cm/s, maximum rate of rise of 105 V/s, and an
rheobasic excitation threshold for current (Ihh, injected into
the end of the strand) of 0.47 ,A (strand radius 100 ,um).
Comparing the maximum sodium conductance of the
Beeler-Reuter model (4 mS/cm2) to that of the P model of
McAllister et al. (1975) (15 mS/cm2 when scaled for a Cm
of 1 MAF/cm2) suggests that a fourfold increase in the
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FIGURE 3 Plots of voltage vs. time for selected segments (5, 10, 15 ... 100) of a simulated cardiac strand (A) and an axon (B) in which the
radius was increased by 100% for segments 51-100. For the strand all segments had S, = 0.5 jim'. Segment length 50 sm. R. 200 Qcm.
Beeler-Reuter membrane model.
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maximum sodium conductance might be appropriate to
model the excitability difference between the two types of
tissues. Table I shows the effects of changing the maxi-
mum sodium conductance in the Beeler-Reuter model,
over a tenfold range, on conduction velocity, Vmax, and Ith.
Fig. 4 shows how the maximum conductance affects
,M,xg conduction velocity, and Ith with the results expressed
in terms of values normalized to the values obtained with
the standard value of 4 mS/cm2 for sodium conductance.
With the normalized values and the sodium conductance
both plotted logarithmically, the slopes of the relationships
show the sensitivity of each parameter as a power function.
Thus, Vm,,, conduction velocity and Ith approximately vary
with gyNa, where y equals 0.93, 0.37, and 0.24, respectively,
for the particular membrane model used in these simula-
tions (Beeler and Reuter, 1977).
Having shown, as expected, that increases in the sodium
conductance increase the excitability of the strand, we
would anticipate that increases in sodium conductance
would allow propagation to occur across a resistive barrier
that would otherwise produce propagation failure. Fig. 5
shows the results of simulations of strands with 100
segments with the normal value of R. = 200 Qcm for all
segments except segment 50, where we used a higher value
of Ra and found the critical value of this localized increase
in longitudinal resistivity for propagation failure. Stimula-
tion was done at the left end (segment 1) and the critical
resistance was evaluated for three distributions of sodium
conductance. (1) The increased sodium conductance, as
plotted on the abscissa, was used for all 100 segments of the
strand (filled circles), (2) segments 1-50 retained the
standard sodium conductance, while segments 51-100 had
the increased sodium conductance (open circles), and (3)
segments 1-50 had the increased sodium conductance,
while segments 51-100 retained the standard sodium
conductance (open triangles). The ordinate is plotted
logarithmically as the critical resistivity normalized to the
value obtained for the strand with all segments having the
standard sodium conductance. Increasing sodium conduc-
tance increases, as expected, the critical localized resistiv-
ity for propagation failure of the homogeneous strand
(filled circles). For the asymmetrical strand( regions A and
TABLE I
EFFECTS OF INCREASING SODIUM
CONDUCTANCE ON PROPAGATION PARAMETERS
GN. Velocity Vm, Ith
mS2/cm cm/s V/s MA
4 47 (1) 105 (1) 0.47 (1)
8 66 (1.40) 237 (2.26) 0.40 (0.85)
16 85 (1.81) 448 (4.27) 0.34 (0.73)
40 110 (2.34) 898 (8.55) 0.27 (0.57)
Numbers in parentheses are ratios with respect to the normal values for
GN, - 4 mS/cm2.
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FIGURE 4 Changes in GN. have different effects on various propagation
parameters. We used homogeneous strand simulations with variable GN.
to obtain the relationship of V/.,, conduction velocity, and I,- to GNa,
with results normalized to the values obtained for GN, = 4 mS/cm'.
B having different values for sodium conductance), there is
an asymmetrical effect of a resistive barrier. For propaga-
tion from a region of lower excitability to a region of higher
excitability (open circles), a higher value of junctional
resistivity can be tolerated than for propagation from a
region of higher excitability to a region of lower excitability
(open triangles). This effect clearly presents the possibility
of unidirectional block of propagation across a resistive
barrier separating regions with different levels of excitabil-
ity. Table II shows the values of critical resistivity that
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FIGURE 5 A resistive barrier produces asymmetrical effects if the
proximal and distal regions have different levels of excitability. We used
simulations of 100-segment cables in which the critically high resistivity
between segments 50 and 51 was obtained under three different distribu-
tions of excitability. Results are normalized to the values obtained for all
segments having GN. - 4 mS/cm2. Results are shown for (a) both
proximal and distal regions have increased GN. as indicated on the
abscissa (e), (b) only the distal region had the increased GN. (o), and (c)
only the proximal region had the increased GN. (C). Segment length 50
Am, Ra 200 Qcm except at the barrier, Beeler-Reuter membrane model
with GNa adjusted as noted.
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TABLE II
EFFECTS OF GNa DISTRIBUTION ON CRITICAL
RESISTIVE BARRIER
GNa (region A) GN. (region B) Maximal resistivity
ms/cm2 mS/cm2 Qcm
4 4 5,400
8 8 9,200
4 8 7,250
8 4 7,100
16 16 12,300
4 16 9,200
16 4 7,900
40 40 17,100
4 40 13,600
40 4 8,400
as a function of the length of region A for propagation from
A to B (filled circles) and from B to A (open circles). As
region A becomes shorter, the input resistance of region A
increases and the input capacitance decreases, reducing
the amount of current required to flow across the barrier
from B to A to excite region A. This effect allows the
critical barrier resistivity to be increased for propagation
from B to A. However, the smaller area of region A is less
capable of generating current across the barrier into the
constant electrical load of region B, so the critical barrier
resistivity for propagation A to B is decreased as the length
of region A is decreased. As in the case of two regions with
different levels of excitability, two regions with differences
in membrane area may show unidirectional block of propa-
gation across a resistive barrier.
produced block of propagation with the Beeler-Reuter
model with variable sodium conductance and a segment
length of 50,um.
Two regions separated by a resistive barrier may differ
in ways other than simply a difference in excitability. In a
multidimensional system, a small region may be partially
insulated from a much larger volume of surrounding tissue.
In addition, the cells within the two regions could have
different shapes and sizes, producing a regional difference
in S, and, therefore, a regional difference in the resting
length constant. We can illustrate these effects by using a
one-dimensional strand in which the resistive barrier is
asymmetrically located, making region A shorter than
region B. We will use enough segments in the model such
that region B can be considered to be infinitely long.
Asymmetry in propagation across the barrier can be
evaluated (Fig. 6) by plotting the critical barrier resistivity
so-
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FIGURE 6 A resistive barrier produces asymmetrical effects if the
proximal and distal regions have different values of electrical load. We
used a 100-segment cable simulation with the resistive barrier placed such
that region A (to the left of the barrier) was shorter than region B (to the
right of the barrier). For each barrier location we plot, as a function of the
length of region A, the critical barrier resistivity for propagation failure
when we stimulated segment 1 (A to B, *) or segment 100 (B to A, o).
Segment length 50 jAm, R, 200 Qcm except at the barrier, Beeler-Reuter
membrane model.
A Resistive Barrier Can Facilitate
Propagation Through a Region of
Increasing Electrical Load
Cardiac anatomy presents a variety of normal regions in
which the propagating action potential encounters an
increasing electrical load. One obvious example is that any
region of action potential initiation (e.g., the sinoatrial
node) must cope with the large electrical load of the
surrounding nonpacing tissue. Another example is the
junctional region between the small diameter Purkinje
strand and the large papillary muscle (Mendez et al.,
1969). Mendez et al. discuss this phenomenon as an
anatomical funnel leading to a low safety factor and a
delay in propagation from Purkinje (P) to ventricular (V)
cells. The P strand diameter remains nearly constant as it
approaches the muscle surface, providing a short length
over which the funneling of the effective diameter must
occur. Our recent experimental work (Veenstra et al.,
1984) indicates that the diameter of the region of the
papillary muscle directly activated by the P strand is on the
order of four times the diameter of the P strand. Thus, in a
one-dimensional sense, the P-V junction can be considered
as a strand in which region A has a constant small radius
except near the beginning of the B region of larger
diameter. Over a relatively short distance at the junctional
region of the strand, the radius funnels from the smaller
value to the larger value. In our simulation we use a
100-segment cable in which the segment length is 50 Am.
The radius of segments 1-44 is 1.5 mm, while the radius of
segments 51-100 is 6.0 mm. The radii of segments 45-50
are calculated to give a funnel length of -300 ,um (6
segments). Segments 1-50 have the P membrane model
(Im function from McAllister et al., 1975), while segments
51-100 have the V membrane model (Im function from
Beeler and Reuter, 1977). Fig. 7 A shows the simulated
action potential propagation for this strand. The action
potential propagates through the initial region correspond-
ing to the P strand, but fails to propagate through the
junctional region into the ventricular region (segments
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the resistive barrier does not allow enough current to enter
the distal region to produce excitation. For the particular
geometry used for Fig. 7, propagation was successful when
the localized resistive barrier was >800 Qcm and <3,950Q2cm over the 50-,um segment length.
DISCUSSION
_ __ We have introduced a modification of the core conductor
°°________________ model for action potential propagation (Lieberman et al.,
1973; Sharp and Joyner, 1980) that now explicitly includes
O
b 2 4 6 8 110 the surface-to-volume ratio of the cells and the radius of
the cardiac strand as independent parameters. In one
sense, this represents another scaling factor for conduction
rOMICAL FUNNEL PLUS RESISTIVE BARRIER velocity (similar to Ra) because changes in S, do not
change action potential shape as a function of time at any
given location. However, this modification is significant in
that we can now clearly show the consequences of the
normal inhomogeneous macroscopic anatomy of cell bun-
dles (trabeculae) fusing and dividing in an irregular fash-
ion. For axons, S, = 2/a, where a is the cell radius. Thus,
conduction velocity and length constant depend on the
axon radius, as is well known. However, for a cardiac
strand, conduction velocity and length constant are inde-
pendent of the strand radius but do depend of the S, of the2 IG8 1|0 individual cells. The consequences of regional changes in
strand radius are similar to but quantitatively differentTIMAE (is) from the consequences of regional changes in an axon
istive barrier can sometimes facilitate propagation. We radius. In both cases an increased radius presents an
nje strand attached to a larger ventricular strand by a increased electrical load on a propagating action potential,
ments in which segments 5 1-100 had a radius of 6 mm, but the effect is more marked for a strand than for axon
id a radius of 1.5 mm, and segments 44-50 had a (Fi 2)
se in radius from 1.5 to 6mm. For A and B we plot the g 2).
mne potential as a function of time for segments 5, 10, The transient decrease in conduction velocity andVmax
resistive barrier of 3,000Qcm placed between segments at a region of increased radius is associated with a lowered
simulation of B. Segments 1-50 had the P membrane safety factor, with conduction failure at a critical value of
1-100 had the V membrane model. Segment length 50 the ratio of the two radii (Goldstein and Rall, 1974;
Westerfield et al., 1978). For any given membrane model
the critical radius ratio for a strand is less than for an axon
,ause of the propagation failure is the nearly (Fig. 3). The large effects of the macroscopic anatomy on
e in radius, producing an increase in elec- action potential propagation have recently been reviewed
re now include in our model a relative lack of (Spach et al., 1982) with particular reference to branching
ng between the P cells and the V cells, as trabeculae in the dog atrium.
anatomically by Martinez-Palomo et al. It is clear from many studies (see deMello, 1982, for
t the result shown in Fig. 7 B. The only review) that the coupling resistance between cells is spa-
nodel between parts A and B is that we have tially inhomogeneous throughout the heart. Recent experi-
)calized resistive barrier of 3,000Qcm (over mental work has shown that cell-cell coupling, in addition
n segments 50 and 51. Propagation is now to being spatially inhomogeneous, may also be altered
ss the junctional region. From this and other under conditions of altered internal pH or calcium concen-
)t shown) we have found that, for a given tration (Wojtczak, 1982). It has also been shown that there
nel producing action potential propagation are directional differences in the coupling resistance
ncreased electrical load, there is a range of (Clerc, 1976), and there is some evidence that the discrete
resistivity of the barrier for which propaga- size of the cell bundles produces effects that can be
ccessful. For values less than this range, attributed to a discontinuous distribution of cell-cell cou-
Lilure occurs because the electrical load pling resistance (Spach et al., 1981; Joyner, 1982). Earlier
sufficient to block propagation. For values studies on models of slow conduction (Lieberman et al.,
is range, propagation failure occurs because 1973) stressed spatially homogeneous uncoupling of cells
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as a primary determinant of slow conduction in regions
such as the atrio-ventricular node. In our previous work
(Sharp and Joyner, 1980) we simulated propagation delay
or block in a strand with a localized region of increased Ra,
and have also shown (Joyner, 1981) that a spatially
asymmetrical distribution of Ra could produce unidirec-
tional block of action potential propagation.
When a simple resistive barrier, defined as a localized
increase in the cell-cell coupling resistance is included in a
strand that is also inhomogeneous with respect to strand
radius and/or excitability, the resulting effects on propaga-
tion can either increase or decrease the safety factor for
propagation. This change in safety factor can also be
different for different directions of propagation, leading to
the possibility of unidirectional block produced by a local-
ized resistive barrier. As a simple way of altering excitabil-
ity, we varied the maximal sodium conductance in the
Beeler-Reuter (1977) model from the standard value of 4
mS/cm2 up to 40 mS/cm2. For a homogeneous strand, Fig.
4 shows the dependence of Vmax, conduction velocity and Ith
on the maximal sodium conductance, with a decreasing
sensitivity of these three parameters, respectively, on GNa.
Vmax is most sensitive to changes in GNa because i/.X occurs
at a time when the membrane conductance is very high and
is thus relatively independent of the passive cable proper-
ties of the strand. Ith is relatively insensitive to GNa because
Ith is primarily determined by the passive cable properties
and is altered by changes in GNa only by the extent to which
the threshold voltage is lowered. Conduction velocity
depends on GNa with an intermediate sensitivity because of
the more nearly equal contribution of membrane excitabil-
ity and cable properties to this parameter.
In discussing the effects of the resistive barrier, it is
helpful to clarify the concept of safety factor for propaga-
tion. As we discussed previously (Joyner, 1982) the safety
factor for propagation can be defined at a particular
location, and for a particular direction of propagation, as
the ratio of the current that can be supplied by the
proximal cells to the current required to bring the distal
cells to a voltage level sufficient to initite a propagating
action potential. Across a barrier of any type, the current
that the proximal region can supply is increased by increas-
ing the action potential amplitude or decreasing the resis-
tance of the barrier. Increases in GNa proximal to the
barrier increase the action potential amplitude proximal to
the barrier and thus the amount of current that can be
supplied. The current required to excite the distal region
(through the barrier) is independent of the barrier resis-
tance but is dependent on the cable properties and the
excitability of the distal region. Increases in GNa distal to
the barrier decrease the amount of current required to
initiate a propagating action potential.
As shown in Fig. 5, the maximum resistivity of a barrier
separating two parts of a cardiac strand is increased by
increasing the excitability on the proximal and/or distal
region. The effect becomes asymmetrical when the excit-
ability difference is large, with propagation favored in the
direction of low to high excitability. When a resistive
barrier connects two regions of different electrical load, the
asymmetry in maximal barrier resistivity for successful
propagation is even more apparent (Fig. 6). For a small
region, the input impedance is very high during the charg-
ing phase before action potential initiation, allowing an
adequate amount of charging current to flow across a very
high barrier resistance (propagation B to A, open circles).
However, if the action potential is directly initiated in the
small region, the effective length of this small region
becomes longer due to a decreased membrane resistance
and thus its ability to send current through the barrier to
excite the larger region is only slightly diminished (propa-
gation A to B, filled circles).
We applied our simulation technique to the specific
example of the Purkinje-ventricular junction (PVJ), with a
somewhat paradoxical result of a facilitation of propaga-
tion by a resistive barrier. The known anatomy and excit-
ability differences are modeled as a anatomical funnel (cf.,
Mendez et al., 1969) with higher excitability (MNT
model) for the Purkinje cells than for the ventricular cells
(BR model). We emphasize that our PVJ model is very
approximate. The membrane models we used have
quantitative limitations, but do approximate the known
differences in Vmax (300 V/s for P, 100 V/s for V). The
actual anatomy is quite variable but the P strands are
always small in comparison with the papillary muscle.
While more experimental data are required to make a
realistic anatomical model, the principle illustrated in Fig.
7 can be simply explained. When we simulate the PVJ with
homogeneous resistivity (Fig. 7 A) propagation fails at the
junctional region due to the large electrical load of the V
region. Our model actually underestimates the load of the
V region because we used a radius of the V region equal to
the amount of V cells directly activated by the P cells and
did not include the multidimensional nature of the papil-
lary muscle. The MNT model underestimates the Vmax of
the P cells by perhaps a factor of 2. However, Fig. 5 shows
that if the ratio of GNa in the proximal region to GNa in the
distal region is already as high as 4, further increases in the
proximal GNa do not have much effect on the safety factor
for propagation. The length of 300 ,um chosen for the
funnel comes from observations of the thickness of the
layer of P cells on the papillary muscle near the site of
anatomical junction of the P strand and the papillary
muscle. The facilitation of propagation produced by the
presence of the resistive barrier (Fig. 7 B) can be explained
on the basis of increasing the amount of current that can be
supplied from the P cells to the V cells. Even though the
coupling resistance between the P cells and the V cells is
now higher, this is more than offset by the increased
amplitude of the P cell action potential just proximal to the
barrier (compare segment 50 in A and B of Fig. 7).
Our recent studies (Veenstra et al., 1984) have pro-
duced some electrophysiological data that suggest that the
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endocardial ventricular cells are separated by a resistive
barrier from a superficial layer of Purkinje cells. We
studied in vitro dog papillary muscles with both intracellu-
lar and extracellular electrodes to produce activation maps
of the P and V cell layers. We found that the action
potential duration (APD) of the P layer decreased as the
action potential propagated from free-running strands into
the superficial layer, but there remained a discrete differ-
ence of 50-70 ms between P APD and V APD even at sites
where, from the mapping studies, it was clear that the
action potential was propagating from the P layer into the
V layer. The data indicate that the resistive barrier is
inhomogeneously distributed with large regions having
bidirectional block of propagation between the P and V
layers, presumably due to a high resistive barrier. We
found that all regions at which propagation could occur
from P to V would also allow propagation from V to P.
However, some regions would allow propagation V to P but
not propagation P to V, illustrating a form of potential
unidirectional block. Two factors demonstrated here may
be responsible for this phenomenon. The P layer, as
compared with the V layer, has a higher excitability and a
lower thickness. Thus, the asymmetry of propagation
across a resistive barrier illustrated in Fig. 5 (favoring
propagation from low to high excitability) and in Fig. 6
(favoring propagation from a large area to a small area)
may both contribute to the demonstrated unidirectional
block.
We propose that the normal presence of a resistive
barrier between P cells and V cells produces at least a
partial dissociation between the two cell layers. This allows
the P layer to propagate rapidly around the endocardium
to synchronize the ventricular activation. The resistive
barrier may actually facilitate ventricular activation, while
maintaining a P layer APD that is longer than the V layer
APD. This longer P layer APD may serve to block the
propagation into the P layer of early ventricular premature
beats (Myerburg et al., 1971). However, under conditions
of myocardial ischemia, the spatial distribution of the
resistive barrier may be changed, due to the well docu-
mented deleterious effects of cell injury on gap junctions.
Regional ischemia may convert regions of the endocar-
dium into completely dissociated P and V layers. This
would produce a greater probability of ectopic foci, since
the P automaticity would no longer be suppressed by
electrical coupling to the V layer and also may facilitate
reentry due to the presence of regions of unidirectional
block and slow ventricular conduction.
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